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A B S T R A C T

The spatial environment of Riga is undergoing active development whose direct impact is also being 
exerted on the large-scale housing estates – by quantity the most significant part of the residential envi-
ronment of Riga. Since about 60% of city inhabitants live in large-scale residential districts, which cons-
titute approximately 40% of the housing stock of Riga, the future prospects for these areas is an urgent 
issue for urban development. Participatory planning is an approach to facilitate a more open process for 
their development. Public involvement, residents’ participation and a qualitative appraisal of their needs 
and interests are believed to help urban communities to articulate shared values which can serve as re-
ference criteria for local planners when developing sustainable city strategies. Students’ participation in 
real-life processes allows them to gain new insights in development planning. This paper focuses on the 
goal of developing the objectives of participatory planning by examination of local initiatives.

K E Y W O R D S :  large scale housing, participatory planning, students’ involvement
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Introduction

In many European cities large-scale housing estates, usually in public ownership, are 
perceived as degraded territories whose residents are mainly from deprived social 
groups. Such districts face a range of problems such as poverty, high crime rates, etc. 
To avoid complete the degradation of such extensive areas, the responsible authori-
ties have to invest resources in the renovation of buildings and the revitalization of 
the whole area. 

By contrast, in Eastern Europe, large-scale housing which looks superficially si-
milar, is privately owned and occupies the majority of the housing market, thus 
comprising a more diverse population. Socially, Eastern European Soviet-era sys-
tem-built, large scale housing developments tend to have a different profile from 
those in the West (MacArthur, 2001). In Western countries centrally planned housing 
estates often began as welfare projects for low income families, while in Eastern 
Europe socialist countries large-scale housing was more egalitarian. A specific fea-
ture of the Eastern Europe model is that they are often composed of middle class, 
well educated people. However, as the fabric of the estates physically declines, and 
a new better-off middle class emerges, who prefer to live in detached houses with 
gardens, for example, families start to move away, leaving the less well-off behind, 
beginning the cycle of decline. 

In Riga large-scale housing is the living environment for the majority of the po-
pulation and especially for inhabitants belonging to the traditional middle class of 
educated workers and professionals mainly employed in the public sector, as well 
as elderly people who have been living there since the estates were built. Residents’ 
level of income prevents them from improving their housing conditions for years to 
come. Large-scale residential areas are commonly located within easy reach of the 
city centre; there are service shops, schools and recreation facilities located within 
them. For these reasons they are active urban neighbourhoods, the public image of 
which appeals to a large number of their inhabitants. However, it is obvious that the 
current quality of housing estates and apartment buildings does not meet contempo-
rary housing standards; green spaces are not properly managed and car parking is a 
problem but people lack the information, motivation and often the ability to improve 
the neighbourhood themselves. 

As a result large-scale housing estates are at risk of losing their active status. Resi-
dents are looking for better and bigger housing; surveys show that the single-family 
private house is the most preferable housing type. The growing demand for this kind 
of new housing is determined not only by the shortage of living space (flats are often 
too small for modern facilities) but also by the perceived moral and physical dete-
rioration of the Soviet-era apartment block areas. The easy availability of mortgage 
loans led to even more inhabitants wanting to move from their old flats to new hou-
ses. An essential factor has been the desire of a particular group of the population 
(aged 25-40 with the level of income appropriate for Latvia’s middle class) to live in 
more socially homogenous buildings or housing areas with a modern architectural 
design. This is a serious challenge for all the involved actors to keep this status; it is 
being promoted by number of activities. There are some national and local initiatives 
aimed at improving the quality of the residential environment of large-scale housing 
areas in Riga. Departments of planning, architecture and landscape architecture in the 
universities and their students are taking an active role in these processes. 

The paper presents a general overview of development processes in large-sca-
le housing estates in Riga focusing on actual questions about residents’ needs. Fo-
llowing this, using data from different sources including a Riga Municipality survey 
about residents satisfaction in large-scale housing estates (2013) and a questionnaire 
of residents organized by Riga Technical University (2008) the most relevant areas 
were defined. By analysing a number of initiatives with students’ participation the 
additional objective of participatory planning is identified. 
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Large scale housing estates: the platform for transformation

Challenges of large-scale housing in Riga

Large-scale medium or high-rise housing represents a large part of the housing stock 
in Central and Eastern European countries, very large proportions of the population 
(in some countries up to 40 or 50%) living in them. In 2011, 41% of the EU-27 popu-
lation lived in flats, the share of this being highest in Latvia (65%) (Eurostat, 2013). 
Being the major paradigm for residential development after the Second World war 
throughout period of Soviet domination over a half-century, the shape of large-scale 
housing estates underwent a certain transformation from decade to decade (Turkin-
gton, Van Kempen & Wassenberg, 2004). Although the main goal remained unchan-
ged, i.e. to provide people with a high-quality (in Soviet terms) living environment in 
a quick and cheap manner, the housing estates differed considerably in size, number 
and density of population as well as in their layout and built density (Dekker & Van 
Kempen, 2005). 

Large-scale housing estates represent one of the quantitatively largest types of 
built-up areas in the city of Riga. Developed within the Soviet housing expansion 
plans that were mainly based on industrial systems, 13 large-scale housing estates 
were constructed in Riga along with numerous groups of separate apartment bloc-
ks in various locations throughout the city totalling some 200,000 dwellings. These 
estates encircle the historic centre of the city forming a wide belt of residential areas 
different in size and density. Mass construction of apartment blocks in Riga began in 
the late 1950s and continued up to the early 1990s. During this period, about 40% of 
the existing housing stock of Riga was built, the largest part of which consists of pre-
cast concrete large-panel apartment blocks (Tsenkova & Marana, 2002). 

The design of the new residential areas and separate apartment buildings in Riga 
during the Soviet period complied with a strict frame for housing development, the 
essence of which was:

• Strong, almost totally centralised Moscow-based dominance and supervision of 
development and implementation of this frame throughout whole of the USSR.

• Acceptance of only standardised apartment building designs that resulted in the 
development of so-called “series buildings” for construction all over the USSR (i.e., 
each standardized design was assigned special number or code).

• Statements and demands on the contents of series buildings (number of apart-
ments, their floor area, number of rooms, etc.) strictly regulated by the Centre, fo-
llowed by exclusive approval of the series building designs by the Centre.

• The dominance of the large-panel pre-fabricated structures (where the building 
is formed by mutually joined reinforced concrete load-bearing slab and wall panels 
and pre-cast floor and roof elements). 

As a result of the denationalisation of property and the privatisation of the public 
and municipal housing stock following the collapse of the Soviet Union and re-esta-
blishment of the Republic of Latvia, the ownership structure considerably changed. 
The rate of private ownership in Latvia is now among the highest in Europe: 75% of 
the population lived in owner-occupied dwellings in 2011 (Eurostat, 2013). In Riga this 
figure is about 87%. This huge process of privatization of apartments and denationa-
lisation of land has created the preconditions for the further development of residen-
tial areas. Privatisation of flats through the use of vouchers resulted in the emergence 
of a middle class in Latvia, which acquired a kind of capital in the form of real estate. 
It led to the increase of the financial capacity of a large proportion of the population 
and formation of a market segment demanding standard apartments. However, the 
lack of knowledge and resources prevents the owners of privatised houses from res-
toring the housing stock on a systematic basis. 

The spatial quality of large-scale estates: the evaluation of residents
One of the most commonly used ways of studying people’s living conditions is by 
measuring residential satisfaction. Recent results from an ongoing research project 
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on the socio-spatial differentiation of different neighbourhoods in CEE-urban regions 
reveal a high level of residential satisfaction with the dwelling and the neighbourhood. 
This could qualify as an important indicator explaining residential mobility and hou-
sing choice. However the different meanings of residential satisfaction for the current 
and future socio-spatial developments in CEE large housing estates have not yet been 
studied (Herfert, Neugebauer, & Smigiel, 2013). It has been pointed out that the rating 
of personal residential satisfaction also reflects the external conditions, socio-structu-
ral and psycho-social characteristics of the residents such as their individual feelings 
and convictions as much as the qualities of the physical environment. On the one 
hand, residential satisfaction may mean real satisfaction in terms of ‘well-being’ when 
the existing housing situation meets residential needs and the aspiration level of the 
resident (Hur, Nasar, & Chun, 2010). On the other hand, adjusted satisfaction means 
a ‘self-constructed residential satisfaction’ – although the housing situation is bad or 
worsening, the residential satisfaction is or remains high.

Riga City council regularly surveys satisfaction rates in several aspects. The latest 
is the survey of residents in two large-scale housing areas: Zolitūde1 (completed in 
the late 1980s) and Imanta2 (completed in the early 1970s) made in December 2012 – 
January 2013. According to the results of the survey, residents are generally satisfied 
with the living conditions in the estates: 93% of respondents in Zolitūde and 94% 
of residents in Imanta expressed themselves as ‘satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’. 87% of 
respondents in Imanta and 90% of respondents in Zolitūde also stated that the main 
area where improvements are needed is the open space between buildings. Residents 
suggested that children playgrounds and sports areas, for instance, playing fields 
should be provided in these areas. 

In the autumn of 2008, as part of the project Usage Intensity of Inner Courtyards in 
Purvciems  in Riga, a survey of public opinion about the importance and role of public 
open spaces in the assessment of the quality of life in large-scale housing estates was 
undertaken. A quantitative direct (face-to-face) method of interviewing was used in 
the survey, focusing on several objectives:

1. General assessment of the spatial quality of large-scale housing estates.
2. Determination of the level of satisfaction of the residents towards different as-

pects of the living environment.
3. Ascertaining the role of public open space in establishing and maintaining social 

contacts among inhabitants.
The results of the study showed that people assessed spatial quality in the lar-

ge-scale housing estates to be relatively high. According to the survey, 72% of the 
population like living in the district. However, 67% of respondents were not satisfied 
with the quality of open space in the district, mentioning neglected courtyards and 
greenery, destroyed landscape elements, a lack of benches and playgrounds as the 
main factors. 34% of respondents only used the courtyard for car parking, 26% ad-
mitted that they did not use the courtyard at all. 78% of inhabitants mentioned that 
they did not know their neighbours – the inhabitants of the adjacent buildings. The 
inhabitants were also dissatisfied with the amount of car parking near their homes 
(Treija, Bratuškins, & Bondars, 2012).

1. Zolitūdes iedzīvotāju vērtējums dzīvei apkaimē (2013) (Evaluation of Living Conditions in Zolitūde. Results of residents’ survey. 

Market and public opinion centre SKDS, available in Latvian. Retrieved from http://www.rdpad.lv/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/

Atskaite_Zolitude_12_2012.pdf
2. Imantas iedzīvotāju vērtējums dzīvei apkaimē (2013) (Evaluation of Living Conditions in Imanta. Results of residents’ survey. 

Market and public opinion centre SKDS, available in Latvian. Retrieved from http://www.rdpad.lv/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/

Atskaite_Imanta_12_2012.pdf 
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Green open space: rethinking balance between interests

Function of the Green Space

The renewal of urban areas by developing green spaces can increase the overall quality of 
life and help to reduce social exclusion. Urban green space can help to form a framework 
where urban society and culture can develop and to increase identity and a sense of com-
munity. It can be used to provide a place for education and to raise awareness of the way 
ecosystems function and how urban functions can be integrated into the natural system 
(Kaplan & Talbot, 1983). Despite the recognised socio-economic benefits resulting from 
green space, considerations of sustainable land use planning often occupy a secondary 
role when designing city neighbourhoods. There are many pressures – essentially mar-
ket-related and driven by short-term thinking – which hinder unsustainable development.

A readily accessible public open space can be a centre for public activities which may 
affect the everyday life of people and the development of the entire neighbourhood. Pu-
blic space is beyond the control of individuals, is an element linking the private living 
spaces of inhabitants and it is used for different functional and symbolic purposes (Ma-
danipour, 2003). Public open spaces in the living environment can be an essential com-
ponent of a home, an extension of the personal living space outside it (Rapoport, 1985). 
It is an environment where everyone can expand their understanding of a home, through 
transferring daily activities from their flats to public spaces. When residents actively use 
these spaces, they are appropriating them and this feeling of intimacy helps people to 
identify this place as their own, giving them a sense of identity (Belanger, 2007). Gradually 
people may try to seize control over it – whether through legal actions or active usage 
or by controlling access for ‘strangers’, attempting to transform public open spaces into 
public/private spaces (Kearns & Parkinson, 2001). There is a close relationship between 
the character of the built-up area and human lifestyle, since the surrounding environment 
largely determines the processes of human life. 

Problems with the current use of Green Space
The large-scale housing estates were planned as residential areas with an appropriate 
network of consumer services, educational and recreational institutions. Green areas in 
these districts cover as much as 40-45% of the territory. In the original plans a place 
was provided for the most important household functions, i.e. drying washing, cleaning 
carpets, rubbish bins and parking for a small number of cars near the entrances to the 
buildings. The rest of the spaces were usually occupied by grass, trees and shrubs whe-
re standard children’s playgrounds and small recreation sites with benches were loca-
ted. Sports grounds were laid out in the larger spaces, respecting the layout of each 
housing estate. At present, green spaces have turned into neglected areas of over-
grown trees and shrubs which overshadow ground floor apartment windows and the 
recreation areas. Street furniture and footpaths have deteriorated. The courtyard as a 
place for recreation has deteriorated. Currently, car parking, which takes place wherever 
possible, and rubbish container locations are the two main functions of the courtyards 
and the environmental quality of large-scale housing estates fails to meet contempo-
rary standards or to provide for the social and recreational needs of the residents. 

Figure 1. Current usage of green open space: playground, parking, infill development illustrates the differ-

ent interests of involved actors
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Since the large-scale housing estates were planned under the socialist regime, 
when all land belonged to the state, the layout of buildings was not consistent with 
the former property boundaries. With denationalisation the united spatial composi-
tion of the districts disintegrated and a legal basis for potential new construction in 
the non-built areas (i.e., public open spaces) in the large-scale housing estates was 
created. In connection with the privatisation of residential buildings regulations on 
the plots of land acquired for the needs of the privatised buildings were established. 
As a result, the original planning scheme of residential districts has completely disa-
ppeared and residential blocks have been divided into small plots of land which often 
fail to provide their owners – the inhabitants of the buildings – with even the basic 
functions of the living environment.

The economic growth between 2001 and 2007 increased the demand for housing 
in Riga. It is estimated that over a five year period about 50 residential buildings 
comprising more than 1000 apartments in total were built in the public open spaces 
of large-scale housing estates. This reduced the areas of free spaces and resulted in 
protests by the inhabitants of the surrounding buildings. Respecting this, Riga City 
Council imposed a moratorium on new construction in inner courtyards in 2006. The 
moratorium covered approximately 1700 plots in courtyards, which is almost 5% of 
the total area of the whole city. In December of 2009, due to changes in Riga Building 
Regulations, the moratorium was cancelled.

During recent years there have been some initiatives to improve the green space 
situation. Riga Municipality plans to start a revitalization programme for inner cour-
tyards in large-scale housing estates. In 2011 the repairing of streets and pavements 
in these estates was started and the plan is to finish this by 2017. In addition, the new 
programme of inner courtyards revitalization has been initiated. This programme will 
include four main elements – children’s playgrounds, recreation areas – benches and 
planting, sports areas – gymnastics bars and simple fitness equipment, as well as dog 
walking areas. 

Complicated property rights, unclear responsibilities, conflicting needs and inte-
rests of residents and landowners mean that the green open spaces continue to make 
any development challenging.

 

Participatory planning: experiences & challenges for development

Participation objectives

In complex situations, more flexible and iterative planning approach should be deve-
loped within the framework of the design process so as to overcome the limitations 
of traditional master planning methods (Kunze & Schmitt, 2010). Interactive relations 
can significantly increase the efficiency of planning proposals and create new pers-
pectives that are normally not considered in a formal planning process. Stakeholders 
have an important role in decision-making. If sustainable development is to be used 
as a maxim this should include participatory approaches to urban planning to orga-
nize and manage the continued demand for effective solutions (Laws et al., 2004).

Participation has been presented in many ways over the years as a vital element 
in facilitating the sustainable ‘bottom-up’ implementation of development program-
mes. Participation can be addressed effectively if the task of participation is thought 
of in terms of what is to be accomplished when there is an acknowledged need to 
involve community members. The purpose of participatory planning should be more 
to create a platform for learning rather than plunging directly into problem solving. 
The process is expected to enhance the identification of the needs felt but not 
expressed the people, to bring forth consensus, to empower local disadvantaged 
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groups, to integrate local knowledge systems into project design, to achieve a two-
way learning process between the project and local people and finally to ensure 
political commitment and support. The planning that accompanies the development 
of any participation event should first include a determination of objectives, such 
as to generate ideas, to identify attitudes, to disseminate information, or to review 
a proposal. The list of possible participation objectives will differ from time to time 
and from issue to issue. Once the objectives of community participation are stated, 
it becomes clear that participation is perceived according to the type of issue and 
people involved (Sanoff, 2005).

Case study: Courtyard movement in Latvia – Participatory implementation

Participatory development is conventionally represented as emerging out of the 
recognition of the shortcomings of top-down development approaches. Top-down 
approaches to project implementation typically focus mainly on tangible technical 
objectives, whereas participatory bottom-up approaches would accord due importan-
ce to social benefits while not compromising on technical objectives (Guijt, Arevalo, 
& Salsdores, 1998). In the new democracies participatory planning is regulated as a 
mandatory part of the planning according to the legislation but relatively little expe-
rience of it turns it into a major challenge. 

The ‘Courtyard Movement’ is a project implemented by the ‘Big Cleanup with an 
aim to enhance people’s involvement in the improvement of their living space. The 
‘Courtyard Movement’ was created to help people find shared opinions and co-ope-
ration possibilities for cleaning up and improving their courtyards. The Big Clean-up 
is a nationwide initiative in Latvia started by several NGOs and supported by a wide 
range of governmental, municipal and private institutions. Starting in 2010, each year 
the ‘Courtyard Refurbishment’ project competition is held. People living in apartment 
buildings all over Latvia were asked to have a close look at their courtyards and, to-
gether with their neighbours, to consider what problems they have seen and what 
should be done to turn their courtyard into a pleasant place for leisure and recreation. 
The ‘Big Clean-up Day’ organizers received a large number of applications with pho-
tos of existing problems and descriptions of required improvements. The jurors re-
viewed all of these entries and selected 5 courtyards (one for each region of Latvia 
and one from Riga) to be improved and refurbished during the ‘Big Clean-up Day. The 
preference was given to applications envisaging greater involvement of local people 
and their active participation in the ‘Big Clean-up Day’ activities and the improvement 
of their own courtyards. Those applications not selected were referred to the relevant 
local municipalities with a request to review the problems people have identified and 
to see if anything can be done for their solution, therefore encouraging the raising of 
better environmental awareness throughout Latvia.

Figure 2. Participatory implementation in process in large-scale housing estates
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The second step was to organize the concept competition for students in order 
to get the best ideas for the refurbishment of the five previously selected court-
yards. The task was to create a design proposal, respecting the needs of inhabitants 
and the fact that all construction works at the end should be done by the inhabi-
tants themselves, without any help from professional builders. The competition was 
organized by the Young Architect Movement and the Latvian Landscape Architects’ 
Association. Students from the fields of civil engineering, architectural design, en-
vironmental design, landscape architecture and the arts participated in the compe-
tition. During this phase students had the opportunity to meet the inhabitants and 
conduct interviews and surveys. Competition proposals were evaluated by a profes-
sional jury and the local inhabitants. Design professionals were involved as mentors 
in the third step: the detailed design of the winning proposals. The final stage was 
the implementation of the detailed design. It started with the allocation of respon-
sibilities between all involved parties, since all work had to be done by inhabitants 
and students. Then it continued with the purchase of materials, sponsored by some 
private companies and local authorities, and finished with the construction work. 
During the entire process students had the opportunity to communicate with inha-
bitants of the residential buildings, local authorities, work side by side with design 
professionals, and to participate in the construction works. During this full cycle of 
design and construction process, students received this real-life experience outside 
of their study rooms, making a real contribution to the improvement of the quality 
of a courtyard in a residential environment.

Such initiatives should foster leadership skills and positive relationships between 
all the actors involved. Involving students in community affairs can forge new bonds 
between students, teachers, professionals and citizens, while helping to solve commu-
nity problems. Students can be an important part of community efforts to respond to 
longstanding problems and emerging needs. Experience shows that projects like this 
have resulted in active and positive attitude and real outcomes. The involved partners 
have noted that the stage of participatory implementation of design projects is the 
main factor of the success. 

Conclusion

The large-scale housing estates still form an active part of the property market and 
compact apartments have become popular and in demand again. This fact raises 
the topicality of the need to renovate buildings and their external space in accor-
dance with modern requirements while at the same time imposing a special respon-
sibility for the maintenance of structures of modernist period residential areas and 
buildings over time.

Currently, the quality of large-scale residential districts does not meet contempo-
rary requirements or the social and recreational needs of residents. While the quality 
of individual flats is gradually increasing, the public open space continues to degrade 
because it is still seen as being of secondary importance. In order to determine appro-
priate development directions for large-scale residential districts, it is necessary to 
develop complex criteria for the evaluation of the quality of the living environment. 

Figure 3. The integration of Participatory Implementation in the sequence of Participatory Planning 
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The principal task for further development is the creation of a multifunctional and 
intensively used urban environment along with the preservation of the identity of the 
place, its improvement and the harmonisation of the environmental scale. As seen 
from a wider perspective of the urban environment, priorities should be the reno-
vation and modernisation of the already existing densely populated areas, ensuring 
accessibility to high-quality goods, services and public transport. Such undertakings 
would help to motivate the population to stay where they are and would reduce the 
pressure for the expansion of cities.

Participatory planning is an important method to facilitate the transformation pro-
cess of large scale housing estates, because of the complexity of interests and the 
large number of involved parties (permanent residents, tenants, land owners, planners 
etc.). Case studies of courtyard refurbishment in Riga revealed a need to supplement 
participatory planning with a participatory implementation. These two methods used 
together increase the interest and involvement of society, since this kind of approach 
is orientated to tangible results, not only plans. Involvement of students in the partici-
patory planning, design and implementation phases gives additional benefits for the 
inhabitants, as well as for the students themselves. Inhabitants have the opportunity 
to increase the quality and attractiveness of their living environment in a financially 
viable manner, while the students obtain a valuable experience in communicating 
with local authorities and ‘clients’ in real circumstances, solving real problems, and 
introducing their ideas in a real urban environment.
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